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This session will reflect on the experience of Architectural Design Technology students 

at Wrexham Glyndŵr University who, as part of the Erasmus+ project this MOOC is a 

result of, have engaged in researching and designing esports centres. 

Since 2018, there have been two groups of students working on a variation of the pro-

ject, each individual student designing an esports centre, with a third group currently 

developing a final variation.

The first group developed a brand new esports centre, based in Wrexham, North Wales 

on a corner site off the major road in to the town centre. This site is the southern tip 

of the block the University Campus sits on, next to the Football stadium it shares the 

block with.  You can see the corner site (including a redundant car showroom) in the 

foreground of the photo on the course sheet, and the site the students used outlined 

in red on the plan. 

PROPOSED SITE FOR A NEW-BUILD ESPORTS CENTRE

With the site being on the main road into the town centre, right next to a mainland 

train station (bottom left of the photo), this project was an opportunity to develop an 

esports centre that was also a landmark building.  

From my perspective, a site perfect for a study of esports centres and how to make 

them inclusive spaces to prominently promote gaming and esports to a wider public.
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SETTING UP THE DESIGN BRIEF FOR THE PROJECT
All architectural design projects need a clear brief to establish what is required of the 

design by the client. For this project the students had more than 25 clients, me, as 

their tutor, and the academics and students participating in the Erasmus+ project from 

France, Spain and Finland.

2019 STUDENTS AND WORK FROM 2018 CAEN EVENT DISCUSSION NOTES

To aid the students, the esports project was adopted as a graded assignment task for 

their major second year project (the course runs for 3 years). This allowed for the crea-

tion of a 3 part brief:

• Adapting the original 2nd year assignment, to design a Community Building, by 

assigning the function of that building to esports as informed by the Erasmus+ 

project.

• A focus of all Architectural Design Technology projects is to ensure buildings 

are inclusive with regards to access and usability, as well as being designed and 

operated with regard to considerations of climate change and climate resilience. 

This remained a part of the esports project, particularly as inclusion is a key fac-

tor of the Erasmus+ project. 

• Finally, as this would be one of the first purpose built esports centre in Wales 

(and until 2000, the United Kingdom), this needed to be an event building, in the 

sense it celebrated in its form an ‘esports aesthetic’ (how we assess its beauty), 

as well as being a landmark building, as described earlier, because of its pro-

minent position in the town.
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DO YOU REMEMBER THE DUCK/RABBIT 
OF THE INCLUSION COURSE SHEET?

You may recall, when we were talking about inclusion last week, I had you closing 

your eyes and imagining trees… as well as trying to decide if a drawing was of a duck 

or a rabbit, or simultaneously both. 

One of our conclusions for that discussion was how open to interpretation language 

is, within a common framework (we all know what a tree is), how it is therefore sub-

jective, relying on our understanding and experience. You will not be surprised to 

realise this extends to architectural design and the aesthetic of the buildings resul-

ting from the process. If aesthetic is about perceptions of beauty, then it too is open 

to individual perception. 

WHAT COUNTS IN AN EVENT/LANDMARK BUILDING? 
WHAT IS AN ‘ESPORTS AESTHETIC’?

What does this mean for our esports centre in Wrexham? It means no project is ever 

going to come up with the perfect aesthetic design for an esports centre, and ar-

guably, even when we are examining the spatial specifications of the gaming space 

itself, there will always be variation between the requirements of one esports athlete, 

for example, and another. 

Take the proposal for the Fusion Arena, a purpose built esports arena which, once res-

trictions around COVID-19 are lifted and building work can resume, should be the lar-

gest centre in the Western hemisphere. Designed by Populous for construction in Phi-

ladelphia in the United States, it has been conceived by the designers based on their 

extensive work with traditional sports venues, including Yankee Stadium in the Bronx, 

New York for the baseball team of the same name. This is a significant development as 

it recognises the design of an esports centre as a direct relation to the design of any 

other sporting venue, validating architecturally the recognition of esports as a sport. 

The visualisations on the course sheet are taken from an article about the project in 

2019.

2019 VISUALISATION FOR THE FUSION ARENA, FROM ARCHDAILY
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The design is clearly new in form, and can be seen to draw some influence from both 

consul design and games. However, remember the duck/rabbit, these are just my 

words and opinions on the ‘esports aesthetic’ of this particular building. And, while I 

have an academic and a professional background in architectural design, perhaps the 

better question for you is, do you like it?

Before we move on to the somewhat safer, objective ground of what an esports 

centre should contain, and how student designs addressed this, let me tell you about 

a peculiarly British notion, the ‘Marmite Effect.’ Marmite is a food spread created as a 

by-product of beer brewing. It has a very particular taste which tends to divide people 

who love it and people who hate it, there is rarely anyone who just ‘likes it.’ 

This is often a term we use in the UK when discussing controversial subjects of taste, 

including buildings, often those falling under the label of event/landmark buildings. 

Some of our Erasmus+ partners should perhaps breathe a sigh of relief they were 

unable to come to Wrexham in 2020 as my colleague once explained the ‘Marmite 

Effect’ to two Catalonian students by feeding them Marmite on crackers…

   

Consider the image on the course sheet next to the poor Catalonian students (they 

also hated the Marmite). This is a proposal for the Atari Hotel in Las Vegas, United 

States. Released in 2020, this is a design inspired by the gaming and consul company, 

Atari, and loosely based on their logo. The designers, Gensler, state: “We assembled a 

multi-disciplinary design team with experts from hospitality to branding, sports, and 

digital experience design to develop a dynamic brand that is unmatched in the hospi-

tality industry.” (Leasca, October 2020)
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It will certainly be an event/landmark building, and being so closely linked to a logo, it 

will also spark some strong opinions, making it a clear candidate for consideration as 

a ‘Marmite Building.’ Is this a drawback to esports centres if they are seen as extrava-

gant, almost alien structures? If I can offer a professional opinion, then I would say no. 

While not all esports centres should strive to be like the proposed Fusion Arena and 

Atari Hotel, in the promotion of esports, such buildings arguably do no harm in drawing 

people to them.

THE 2019 ESPORTS CENTRE PROJECTS
The first group of students set out to design an esports centre as a self-contained 

new-build, seeking to create on the site a facility meeting all the expectations of the 

brief, including those arising from engagement with the feedback from the Erasmus+ 

events in Caen, France and Kajaani, Finland. A summary slide of the some of the data 

they used is shown on the course sheet: 

SLIDE FROM A 2020 LECTURE 
LAUNCHING THE SECOND VERSION OF THE PROJECT1

1. Abbreviations in the slide: WGU = Wrexham Glyndŵr University, CPD = Continuing Professional Devel-

opment, CAD = Computer Aided Design, M&E = Mechanical & Electrical, SWOT = Strengths, Weaknesses, 

Opportunities & Threats, PEST = Political, Environmental, Scientific & Technological.
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The buildings designed by the students varied in scale and functions, often attempting 

to fit every conceivable operation and facility into the same site. Common issues were:

• A conflict in the design between figuring out what the building was, a commu-

nity centre functioning as a esports venue, or an esports centre with community 

centre elements. Few managed to create the goal, an esports centre with a pu-

blic-facing aspect to encourage people new to gaming, and amateurs, alongside 

the facilities needed to host esports competition, training and analytics.

• Many landed somewhere between a physical sports space, a venue for role 

playing activities, and an arcade without quite defining a clear identity.

• Many designed buildings focused almost solely on the arena aspect (as you can 

see from the plan proposal on the course sheet), at the expense of some of the 

aspects of engagement set out in the brief.

2019 STUDENT PROPOSAL FOR AN ESPORTS CENTRE, WREXHAM
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The first set of designs from 2019 gave rise to a useful discussion relating to the form 

and the function of an esports centre, and this first group undertook a reflective feed-

back process at the conclusion of their academic year. 

This feedback was analysed and presented to the second group of students and fur-

ther discussed at the next Erasmus+ event in Murcia, Spain at the end of 2019. This 

shifted the parameters of the design brief for the next set of esports centre designs 

in Wrexham.

THE 2020 ESPORTS CENTRE PROJECTS
Using the same data, as well as the extensive feedback from the 2019 students, the 

2020 students approached the project, still to be designed at the same site in Wrex-

ham, with an amended aspect to the brief detailed earlier, following their visit to Spain 

(the group is pictured on the course sheet with the Erasmus+ delegation in Cartagena, 

Spain).

THE ERASMUS+ PROJECT GROUP, CARTAGENA, SPAIN IN OCTOBER 2019

At the event in Spain, I presented an option to the students and our Erasmus+ partners 

relating to how we could get a different set of feedback and analysis by amending the 

brief to create, again, a new-build esports centre but in this instance, integrated into 

the University campus it shares a block with. This is perhaps best summarised in the 

slide from the event on the course sheet.
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SLIDE FROM THE 2019 PRESENTATION DELIVERED IN MURCIA, SPAIN

The 2020 students were to take into consideration:

• The functioning spaces available on campus, including several large lecturing 

and theatre spaces, one in particular is used as one of the town’s main music and 

performance spaces;

• The extensive sports and sports science facilities;

• The Computing and Creative Technologies facilities, including an award winning 

gaming development department.

This amendment to the brief allowed the 2020 students to integrate their designs with 

local facilities, and arguably created a set of esports centres that functioned better 

and become an enhancement of those existing facilities. It made the esports centres 

part of a community of buildings and functions and therefore allowed for a greater 

level of openness and engagement with encouraging participation from people new 

to gaming, and amateurs.

As the next image on the course sheet from one of the design projects shows, equal 

thought was given to the design of the public spaces as was provided for the profes-

sional, and where necessary private spaces dedicated to esports.
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2020 STUDENT PROPOSAL 

While in Murcia, students also engaged in a practical exercise of using tape to try and 

set out various gaming spaces where spatial consideration was given to the esports 

athlete, their equipment and support team, as well as spectators.

THE ERASMUS+ PROJECT GROUP, CARTAGENA, SPAIN IN OCTOBER 2019

From these exercises, and further research including the ergonomics of the furniture 

and equipment often used in such settings, students were able to produce designs re-

flective of the specific needs of gamers and esports athletes. This then allowed them 

to examine further considerations around ensuring these spaces were also accessible 

and functional for people with specialised needs, for example for those living with 

autism as evidenced in the next image on the course sheet.
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2020 STUDENT PROPOSAL 

THE 2021 ESPORTS CENTRE PROJECT
The 2020 students have recently engaged in the same feedback process as their 2019 

counterparts, and the new students will be picking up the next version of the pro-

ject from them. To add to the development of the project, the 2021 students will 

be using an existing building on the campus, a large functioning sports centre as the 

site for their project. Like their predecessors they will be designing an esports centre 

for people new to gaming, and amateurs as well as for esports athletes. And like the 

2020 students, they will integrate this with the facilities available to them. Their added 

considerations will be:

• Whether it is possible to successfully adapt an existing building into a functio-

ning esports centre;

• What requirements will there be to expand the existing building upwards or out 

from its current form to accommodate this;

• How the design can maximise the benefits for sustainable design in the reuse of 

an existing building, and the repurposing, for example, of excess heat from the 

cooling of computer servers for other uses such as warming water.

The students are only at the start of this project, and I would be happy to share the fin-

dings from this final version of the esports centre development, as well as the detailed 

feedback from the 2019 and 2020 projects on request.
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CONCLUSIONS MOVING FORWARD
Moving forward, the projects so far have suggested:

• Where a new-build esports centre is proposed, the design must take into consi-

deration: 

 – How it attracts professional esports athletes and participants

 – How it also attracts people new to gaming, and amateurs

 – How the public, gaming, professional and support facilities meet spatial 

expectations and are also designed to be inclusive for all participants, re-

gardless of any physical on physiological differences. 

• Where a locally integrated new-build esports centre, or an adaptation of an exis-

ting building is proposed, the design must take into consideration:

 – All of the points detailed above

 – Ensure any reliance on neighbouring or local facilities also follows the points 

detailed above, as the successful integration of esports facilities with exis-

ting sports, venue and gaming provision, for example, will aid in embedding 

esports as a valued community facility. 

• For all versions of these projects, esports centres will always be consumers of 

significant amounts of power. Wherever possible, such facilities should seek to 

maximise power generation through renewable means, such as solar panels, 

and seek in other systems, such as heat recovery, water harvesting, the use of 

light-emitting diode (LED) lighting etc., to be as efficient as possible. 
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Esports facilities can relate to many things. Most notable esports facilities are esports 

arenas and centers built around the world. Gaming houses owned by top gaming or-

ganizations can also be regarded as esports facilities. In these types of gaming houses 

there are many different spaces used for content creation, training, meetings and cas-

ting just to name a few. A dedicated space for esports can be regarded as an esports 

facility and in Kajaani University of Applied Sciences we have two different types of 

esports facilities, the esports classroom and the esports laboratory. We will explain 

their functions and purposes next.

ESPORTS CLASSROOM
This is the esports classroom which we use for normal classroom teaching, mostly in 

the esports curriculum. It acts as a “home classroom” for the students in our esports 

degrees. It is also a community hub where all the students interested in esports can 

gather to play games together. People from multiple nationalities can be found here 

playing their favorite games alone or as a group. Student based events are organized 

in the classroom such as the community evenings hosted by the student-found Esports 

Club every Friday. The esports classroom has 24 gaming PC’s with gaming monitors 

and other peripherals needed for gaming. Students can also bring their own gear; it is 

all plug and play and you are ready to game.

ESPORTS LAB
In the darkest corners of our university, you can find the esports lab where we have 

conducted tests for esports players. Testing and analyzing services can relate to eye 

movement, accuracy, reaction time, stress control and communication. Previously we 

have used belts that monitor heartbeat and followed the heart rate in stressful situa-

tions. There are five positions to play and one place for the coach or the researcher, 

whoever might be observing. Testing can be done for individuals or for teams. Esports 

testing is something that has not been widely researched yet, we hope to some day 

find results for intriguing questions regarding esports 

players by using in-game testing.
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Hello, my name is Ophélie Alasseur and I am in charge of communication at Level 

256. Level 256 is an innovation and economic development platform dedicated to 

esports, which is attached to a parent company, Paris&Co, itself the innovation and 

development agency of Paris and its metropolis. In Level 256, we also have a place 

which is the house of esports which has several characteristics, that is to say that it 

gathers the various stakeholders of the sector, which can be part of the association, 

big groups, contractors or others. 

This initiative originates from the city of Paris, which, in 2016 after discussion with 

the actors, asked: what are the needs? 

The first answer of the stakeholders was «we would like money» and the second was 

«we want the sector to be promoted and more visible».  The community answered 

that, within the context, «we can’t necessarily have the money but we can support», 

in other words «what are the real needs, what are the other needs’?

And this place would be a showcase for esports, a kind of lighthouse in Paris where 

someone who wants to learn about esports, someone who wants to practice esports 

could show up. 

So, for that purpose, we have an incubation space with an open space ; we have an 

arena that can host a lot of different types of events; it’s flexible so that’s what’s nice 

too. And we have practice rooms, one that is more dedicated for associations, and 

one that is more dedicated for professional and amateur teams to carry out boot-

camp/training phases before a big competition or important qualifications. 

For the record, «Level 256» is the last level of Pacman at the time when the machines 

could not work anymore; the machines were not powerful enough for the game, and 

the game crashed. And so we thought, «we can tell a lot of things about Level 256». 

First, the story because people are going to ask the question and second, we can 

imagine that the entrepreneurs have to go up to Level 256, or even further, there’s 

a good story to tell about all that. 

WHY IS A PHYSICAL LOCATION ESSENTIAL? 
The development of an esports venue is very important in its development for se-

veral reasons: The first one is that we need physical places to supervise the practice, 

quite simply. We were in the middle of a lot of delocalisation, and today mainly com-

munities come to us because they have needs such as practice meetings, supervision 

with coaches and managers, etc. 

So this will allow us to lead the practice better from that point of view. 
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Then, there are also these clichés that existed in the video game sector, which today 

have been totally overturned: we see that esports and video game players have a 

higher level of sociability, or such a thing as sport practice. And, as a result, there is a 

need to meet in places dedicated to this. 

The whole «Innovation, economy, business hotel» part is going to work like a business 

hotel building. Entrepreneurs have access and come when they want. The interest 

of the building is that they can come 24/7. Entrepreneurs like that are in control of 

their schedules. But there is also an issue: esports is recognised internationally, so for 

structures that work, whether with Asia or the Americas, we have the jetlag issue; so, 

in order to work, it is easier to have a place that is always open but secure. We need 

to be able to supervise, not come in «cyber café» mode as we used to. So the practice 

rooms are reserved, just as you would reserve a space.

There are two ways of working: On the one hand, you have a year-long pedagogical 

program or a practice program, and you reserve certain slots at the beginning of 

the year by saying «I take my slots, I am an association, and I am going to come every 

Monday from 4 to 5 pm, at 7 pm on such typology of game». And that way, the gene-

ral public knows that they can come that day, there will be this game, with this asso-

ciation. It works as any cultural association would work, whether it is in music, graphic 

arts or sports. On the other hand, we have the possibility of coming punctually, as we 

would if we organised an event, whether it’s a weekend or even a one-time event; 

and there, we always book the same way, saying «I book this place occasionally.» 

WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES FOR THE CREATION 
OF LEVEL 256? 

In addition to the covid, which is also a major challenge, the ecosystem is also un-

dergoing a period of education. Particularly at the level of the associative system, 

among other things. We are trying to follow the example of sports or at least cultural 

associations, when they need a place to practice or something else. There is a lot of 

education to be done with esports associations which used to function online mainly, 

or in any case which were delocalized. We are now getting closer to a more localized 

format, with stronger relationships with town halls, neighborhood centers. 

The challenge is also to be able to say you can access consoles or PCs, or that we 

offer them financial access to rather expensive equipment; we have this room which 

allows someone who could use it at low cost, free, to practice. Not every home is 

equipped with consoles; young people don’t necessarily have a PC to play with, and 

we know that for esports, you need quality or powerful enough equipment. 
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It must be a place where people can come easily, where you can move around. So-

metimes there are young people, so if it’s a young audience, they have to be able to 

come using public transport. There is a need for strong internet access and powerful 

fiber. And we can’t do it everywhere. So, when we looked for our location, we nee-

ded to know what access to fiber there was. The second issue is a completely opera-

tional and technical issue, but we need to perform audiovisual production that often 

requires sets, lights, and ceiling height.

DO YOU HAVE EXAMPLES OF RECENT PROJECTS?  
During the year, and despite the context, we welcomed professional teams who 

came to get ready at the beginning of the season or even during their season to play 

their matches in these dedicated spaces for professionals. 

During the vacations, when we could afford it, we welcomed young people, children, 

from 11 to 17 years old who came to play and practice - we will use the word practice 

instead of play - and be sensitized with a speech of prevention regarding screens. 

This is a plan initiated by the city of Paris and which is called «Paris sport vacances». 

We have hosted viewing parties in the Arena, where you can accommodate about 

100 people. So, the viewing party allowed people to come and watch reports and 

tournaments. 

Last year, the city of Paris hosted an NBA game at the Accor Hotel Arena, and so in 

parallel, there was as esports event that was a small tournament on NBA2K, which 

we hosted in the building.

WHAT IS YOUR DEFINITION OF ESPORTS? 
The definition of esports that we have at Level 256 is the competitive practice of 

video games, quite simply. But, for me, it also gives me ideas about innovation and 

about structuring; it’s an environment that needs to be structured, which is still in a 

structuring stage, even if we’ve been hearing the word «esports» in the media for 

several years, as well as everything else that is going to be developed, which is hap-

pening more and more, with a democratization that has really accelerated over the 

last year. That’s what esports inspires me. 
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WHAT IS YOUR APPROACH TO SOCIAL INCLUSION?  
The strength of esports is that, no matter who is playing, there is no barrier to entry. 

And that’s something that’s quite unique in esports, when you compare it to sport 

for example. We like to compare «sport and esports». However, esports can essen-

tially be played by anyone. There is normally equality upon entrance. And, as a result, 

esports has a very bright future ahead, but there is still a lot of work to be done on 

the themes of inclusion, hence gender mixity, but also accessibility. 

What is also interesting, speaking about Level 256, is that 17% of start-up founders 

are women, which is a figure we are quite proud of when we compare it with some 

of our counterparts at Paris&Co: when they started, the figure was 0%. So we were 

able to start having a positive rate of women invested and this is something we are 

very proud of supporting. In any case, we put it in the limelight during events. Every 

year, Paris&Co organizes «Option Innovation», and for two years in a row, women en-

trepreneurship has been put forward and we are very proud to show that there are 

also women who are behind the esports of tomorrow, especially through innovation. 

It’s not enough yet, so we hope that it will develop in the years to come ; at least we 

strongly encourage it at Level 256. And we hope that it will grow more and more; and 

we hope that there will be more women behind innovation in tomorrow’s esports.

WHO ARE YOUR INSPIRATIONS? 
There are teacher-researchers, I think there is a personality who is very well known, 

namely Nicolas Besombes. He is a person to follow on social networks, on top of stu-

dying his biblography or documentation about his productions. 

On social networks, who should we follow… ? Thomas Gavache who is a very interes-

ting person and who follows the economic ecosystem very well. 

A person who has been studying the sector for a long time and has a rather interes-

ting view on it is called Arnaud Rogerie; it is a person who has been for a long time 

in the sector and who also knows its positive aspects as well as its downsides. It is 

always interesting to have a relevant reading.

AaA is a historical media; Vacaarm is about Counter Strike. Breakflip is a regular me-

dia if you want to follow the news about games. 
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A WORD TO CONCLUDE?  
Level 256’s motto is: the development of esports by all and for all and to assist this 

development. And when we say «for all and by all» we mean everyone can practice, 

everyone can play, and if we speak about businesses or even associations, people 

can develop. There is an ecosystem that is more and more developing, we know that, 

the more years will go by, the more people will play and practice, because they will 

be born with it. For the moment, the sector is very small from an economic point of 

view. We are gastronomes at Level 256; we like to make a nod to food. We’re talking 

about cake or cookies, whatever you want, and so we shouldn’t be satisfied with 

the small crumbs from the sector at the moment; we have to think that the cake is 

huge, that there will be food for everyone and therefore, people have to think about 

helping each other to make this sector grow rather than trying to stab one another 

in the back. 

We are totally committed to having more people, well several entities, working to-

gether on calls for projects, things like that; we really want to encourage that. If you 

are really interested in all that, we can welcome you with open arms to work on sub-

jects. And in any case, this is really the image we want to give of esport, that there 

are many things to imagine, that we all have a place to play, and that we need to 

take in this role of empowerment in the construction of this sector which is still in its 

structuring phase as I said. So we will really need to collaborate together and really 

build tomorrow’s esports together.


